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Womack Tax 

 

On April 10th at a Lee County Commissionerʼs Called Meeting, Commissioner Womack proposed the 

concept of shifting the tax sharing formula from a per capita model, which is presently being used, to an 

ad valorem method.  Both methods are equally valid and each is used by almost half the counties across 

the State. The majority of the counties use the per capita model, as Lee County presently does and has 

for a substantial amount of time.  As this divides up the 2nd most substantial source of revenue for a 

county and its municipalities, the methodology of allocation is generally one of negotiation between the 

county and its municipalities.  The sole purpose of this seems to be to shift $1.5 Million in existing 

revenue away from the municipalities of Sanford and Broadway.  This is a material amount to both of 

these budgets and is in direct conflict with the Tri-lateral engagement that has served Lee County, 

Sanford and Broadwayʼs government and citizens for many years.   

 

Lee County, the City of Sanford and the Town of Broadway are better today because of a tradition of tri-

lateral problem solving.  With ideas from elected leaders like this revenue allocation change proposed by 

Commissioner Womack, all county and municipal citizens would not enjoy the efficiencies of the 

consolidation of revenue collection and planning that have been a model of efficient government 

according to guidelines from UNC Institute of Government.  Negotiation has benefited all the governments 

in Lee County.  Diverting revenue from some of the governments for the benefit of one without any 

discussion or negotiation will cause a myriad of problems for all citizens. 

 

First, whatever revenue that the County would derive from this re-allocation, there are, more than likely 

expenses that must be covered, so 100% would most likely not be able to be passed along in the form of 

a tax reduction to county property tax payers, thus reducing its impact.  Second, certainly the City of 

Sanford and Town of Broadway, if forced to deal with an immediate $1.5 Million loss of revenue, could 

“sharpen their pencils” and find some cuts in services or, hopefully, efficiencies that donʼt cause loss of 

service.  However, the reality is that they would need to seek new revenue from a property tax increase 

and have to adjust the water rates charged to users outside of the city limits in addition to cutting services.  

Third, the City Council is considering raising the water rates on county users as well as institute higher 

rates on large industrial water users who are not in the city limits, should this revenue shift occur.  This 
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could have a damaging effect on industrial recruitment and retention at a time when our citizens need 

jobs. 

 

Why does a tax cut for less than 50% of the residents of the County on the backs of those living in the 

City of Sanford and the Town of Broadway seem like a good idea?  Some project the action could result in 

an increase in 12 Cents for the Town of Broadway and 6.27 cents for City of Sanford.  Did you know that 

80% of the businesses that create sales tax revenue are inside the City and Town limits including Wal-

Mart and Lowes Home Improvement?  Besides the domino effect of ultimately creating higher taxes in the 

City of Sanford and the Town of Broadway, it will also increase operating costs for those property owners 

in the County who use Sanford Water.  Thus, in the name of reducing taxes for 46% of the Countyʼs 

residents, the Womack Tax will most likely result in increased costs for all citizens. 

 

LEED IE-PAC wants to promote and continue the tri-lateral model of problem solving that has been 

effective for many years.  While we agree that all things can stand improvement, shifting your fiscal 

burdens onto your neighbors is not the way to solve local problems.  We encourage the elected 

leadership to negotiate any revenue inequities with its neighbors, not unilaterally take it.  Any current 

candidate for County Commissioners who thinks the change of allocation in the sales tax or the “Womack 

Tax” is a good idea should be evaluated carefully.  Any policy, particularly one that affects the revenue of 

other governments, must be evaluated by patient and thoughtful elected officials, not ones who follow 

ideology over effectiveness. 

 

ABOUT LEE EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IE-PAC 

Lee Education and Economic Development Independent Expenditure Political Action Committee (LEED 

IE-PAC) is a bipartisan political organization founded by Lee County business leaders focused on sound 

educational and economic initiatives. LEED IE-PACʼs purpose is to support political candidates, 

regardless of party affiliation, who bring strong ideas to the political process. It measures educational 

success through test scores, graduation rates, teacher retention and advances in classroom technology. 

LEED IE-PAC supports economic development legislation with an emphasis on business recruitment and 

retention, cultural arts and quality of life initiatives in Lee County.  
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